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Kdenlive 20.04 Beta Released With Continuing To Improve The Open-Source Video Editor[3]

Open-source video editors over the years have generally fallen well short of the stability and
feature set offered by proprietary video editing solutions but in recent years at least there has
been some measurable progress to the likes of Kdenlive and OpenShot. Out this weekend for
testing is the Kdenlive 20.04 beta.
Kdenlive 20.04 is being prepared as part of the "KDE Applications" 20.04 milestone for next
month. For those wanting to help in spotting any last minute bugs, the Kdenlive 20.04 beta is
available. For easy convenience across distributions, the AppImage is available of this first
Kdenlive 20.04 beta.

Season of KDE 2020 and GSOC [4]

The first thing that one has to do before beginning to contribute to an organization is to build
the code of the application from the source. And if this is the first time a person is building an
app then he/she should be ready to do a lot of googling and praying for the CMake to compile
successfully.
Kdenlive works with the help of a lot of dependencies and libraries. For the CMake to compile
properly the system should have all these libraries installed in it.
First things first, I got the Kdenlive source code from the GitLab instance of KDE,
invent.kde.org. It is always best to checkout from the master to a new branch to prevent
committing incorrect changes and spoiling your whole branch. Then I created a build file and
ran the CMake code. This returned a LOT of errors when the required libraries and
dependencies were not found in my system. Most of the errors were solved when the
following command was executed:
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